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Zeitgeist is a mind heist – venus project is a scam ?

Just another WordPress.com weblog
 

 

Who is Peter Joseph ? Part 2

Well recent events have been pretty interesting. Update to this blog in part 3 here showing Charles exists but
shows it was damage control.

After our recent visit from the anonymous poster informing us of Peter Josephs identity, suddenly a new
interview of Peter Joseph appeared 2 days later discussing some of the details presented in the post.

Now normally this type of matter would be nothing of significance, but since we all know peter wanted nobody
to know who he was it only seems strange that it has turned up.

So lets look at what happened sequentially:

February 10, 2010 this was posted:
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http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/02/10/who-is-peter-joseph/

Peter seems to have been relieved of his identity hiding upon this information being presented, and various
information regarding the zeitgeist movies is now discovered.

Then February 12, 2010 a new website host is created called “who is peter joseph?”,  someone used the same
title as our post and dedicated an entire page to this information.

Date host created the website was created can be verified here:

http://reports.internic.net/cgi/whois?whois_nic=whoispeterjoseph.com&type=domain

Website address can be verified here:

http://www.whoispeterjoseph.com

So someone made this website under the name of  ‘Charles Robinson’, apparently this person is a New York
student studying film. The person states that the reason the interview is rough is because they are learning the
medium.

Then on 13th February, 2010 the same person sets up a YouTube account and hosts the same videos on there ,
this can be verified here:

http://www.youtube.com/user/charlesrobinsonfilms

So within 3 days of this information we presented, we have two new accounts created by an unknown
interviewer and film producer who is given personal access to Peters home and private details, which are going
to be allowed for a public interview.

Now what is strange about this is Peter has adamantly stated he would remain private and would not give his
information for fear of his life and his families, which is pretty damn stupid since everyone knows where he
lives [New York] and everyone knows he will be at his z day events and could have access to him and follow
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him etc if they wanted to hurt him.

Yet we are expected to believe that this new interview was allowed to expose his personal life and home 2
months prior to this blog post ?

And it coincidentally was uploaded roughly online as soon as our post began to get hundreds of hits a day.

Also another strange matter here is Brenton Eccles a moderator of the zeitgeist forum claims to know about
this ‘Charles Robinson’ saying he just left New York and returned to England, but hold on it said on his
whoispeterjoseph website that ‘Charles is a New York student’. This can be verified in the link and the quote
from the new whois website:

http://conspiracyscience.com/forums/topic/what-makes-the-venus-project-different-from-any-other-
utopia-cult/page/10#post-1281

Who is Peter Joseph?” Charles Robinson, a NY student asks him directly in Peter’s home in
Brooklyn.
Peter Joseph is the founder of The Zeitgeist Movement and the Creator of the two internet
blockbusters:
Zeitgeist The Movie and Zeitgeist Addendum. [Taken from the page source of
whoispeterjoseph.com] 

 

So lets analyse the interview:

We have Peter being recorded from two cameras at different angles, we have the interviewer nowhere to be
seen, we have no sound of the interviewer’s voice or questions, we have peter discussing some of the material
we mentioned here. Then we have peter going on about people attacking him and the other stuff he normally
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Share this:

Like this: 2 bloggers like this post.

rambles on about.

Now usually when a new person interviews a person they present themselves and their questions in the videos,
for instance look at every other interview with him or Jacque, there is always some person getting in on the
limelight, and in fact it seems reasonable ”Charles’ would have put his mug or voice into the video for a bit of a
claim to fame,  being that he may be the man to get this personal information first on video ever ! [since he is
claiming he recorded it in December].

So my question is who is this ‘Charles Robinson’ ? Could you get in touch and prove your identity for us all ?

Is it possible that Peter Joseph saw our blog, realised it was drawing attention to him, and decided it was time
to throw together a rough video covering some of the information, and labelled it the same as ours and
uploaded it quickly, before he was exposed with his pants down ?

It seems quite fair to assume this, because Peter has always avoided any discussion of who he is, so why would
he suddenly feel comfortable doing it with a complete stranger from England 2 months ago before we
discussed this, and yet he still maintained complete anonymity on his own forum during this whole time ?

Clearly Peter wants to represent himself in his own zeitgeist biography and we understand this, but if he did it
in the first place we would not have needed to make one for him from the evidence available online, and he
would also not of had to make his little video so quickly.

Thanks for your time.
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~ by anticultist on February 16, 2010.

Posted in Zeitgeist venus project conspiracies 
Tags: advertising, moving forward, peter joseph, peter joseph merola, the venus project, the zeitgeist movement, zeitgeist

21 Responses to “Who is Peter Joseph ? Part 2”

1. Can you explain the “pants down” part? Because it’s a little fuzzy to me how someone choosing to author under a pseudonym is automatically a
villain with something to hid. Every hear of Mark Twain? How about Samuel Clemens?

You automatically assume [edited out your pathetic derogatory attempt] that Peter has something to hide. Ever think there are simply practical
reasons to not using your full name?

It’s not like he’s trying very hard to stay hidden, as he gives a lot of useful info. Yet your post reads like you’ve unlocked some big secret.
Based on the simple facts Peter has provided, and knowing where he’s going to be at any given time, any idiot could find out who he is.

So the question remains, all this “research” is for what again? What are you trying to accomplish here?

Is this post maybe the result of it being easier to go after a person, than to refute what the person is saying?

Hope you allow this comment, because I really want to know your responses (and don’t your readers deserve to see all sides?)

 Joseph Matthew said this on February 16, 2010 at 1:38 pm | Reply

“caught with his Pants down”

= Peter maintained his anonymity from all his followers and culty fans for a few years, but the last few weeks have brought all the
information he put online together, and he has since had to go public about it all. Therefore the term caught with his pants down refers to
this as an analogy. Hope that clears your little question up.

“heard of Mark Twain ?”

= Yes

“Ever think there are simply practical reasons to not using your full name?”
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= Yeah like not wanting anyone to know who you are or things about you, thats pretty simple.

“This research for what gain ?”

= No gain just open transparency and alternate views and opinions you dont want and ban on your forum, that about sums up the
reasons why this blog exists in the first place. If the information presented here was dealt with this place would not even exist, your
movement created this blog because of its inability to deal with the questions and its non cooperative behaviour.

“Is this post maybe the result of it being easier to go after a person, than to refute what the person is saying? “

= No we have already addressed many false claims about your lovely movement so this post is just another addition to the list of posts,
nothing more nothing less.

“and don’t your readers deserve to see all sides?”

= If my readers want to see all sides they can take this information on this entire blog to your forum and see how evenly and fairly its treat

there.

Now I have answered your questions I have no intention of a big debate with you, so feel free to go back to your forum.

 anticultist said this on February 16, 2010 at 1:56 pm | Reply

2. You forgot to add that the NY student had to recently move back to the UK and this is why it took a while for him to get it online.

Nice conspiracy theory though.

 Brenton said this on February 16, 2010 at 4:37 pm | Reply

Read it closely again, it was not forgotten at all, in fact I even quoted you in it.

Conspiracy ? You mean speculation.

It would of been more suitable if he had titled it “An inconvenient part truth”

 anticultist said this on February 16, 2010 at 4:47 pm | Reply
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3. Speculation indeed.

And what “revelations” about the zeitgeist movie” were actually made in your previous post? That it was shown in new york? Peter mentioned
that a few times on the radio shows. Big deal. No actual revelation other than his name. Big wow.

And if you think it’s cowardly to hide a name and write under a pseudonym – did your parents name YOU anticultist?

 hypernation said this on February 16, 2010 at 5:48 pm | Reply

No they did not Mr. Hypernation, I am assuming thats your real name since you are babbling on about real names.

They named me “Go back to the zeitgeist forum to all your silly cult friends you are not wanted round here”

Do we look like we are making videos trying to change the world or create a worldwide fanbase and movement here ?
No ! you see then theres no real issue about us, because we are just discussing the topics brought forward by your crazy group and its
gurus. .

Peters real name has brought about a lot of interesting information about him, such as he was speculating in stocks and bonds on the
trading markets to make money, you know the usual anti capitalist behaviour one should do.
Also it has been discovered his brother was part of making the movie.

Interesting stuff I think, and then some.

bye bye

 anticultist said this on February 16, 2010 at 5:58 pm | Reply

4. If this was filmed in December, I would think that there would be some reference to it back then, like PJ saying he was just interviewed on his
radio show or forum posts of this Robinson guy talking about the interview. It will be interesting if someone will find anything.

 anon said this on February 17, 2010 at 1:19 am | Reply

5. I havent seen anyone discussing it or mention it in any posts or shows, I have been listening and reading December and through.
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So as far as I am aware this evidence has not been presented to the members prior to this release, I may be incorrect though its possible.

 anticultist said this on February 17, 2010 at 1:43 am | Reply

6. It says he’s moved back to the UK right on his YouTube channel.

EDIT BY ANTICULTIST:
It didn’t when I made this post.

So someone has updated that since.
The speculation still stands regardless.

An added block of text wont make any difference

 Brenton Eccles said this on February 17, 2010 at 4:45 am | Reply

7. Hi anonymous here I’m a huge fan of your blog come hangout at a forum I love to go as well as read up on more information about the zeitgeist
movement at their.

http://st0rage.org/~graalreborn11/rbose/

thank you

 anonymous said this on February 18, 2010 at 1:21 am | Reply

8. Hello! 3 questions:

1. In what percentage are you sure of the things you’re saying about the Zeitgeist Movement, the Venus Project, etc?

2. Wouldn’t you think it be more productive if you really tried to criticize whether what is actually mentioned in the Zeitgeist Films is real and
historically proven?

3. If you find that all this is historically proven, would that be enough to change your opinions?

Thanks!
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 Elessar said this on February 19, 2010 at 11:38 am | Reply

Hello back to you.

1: In this particular post its speculative so the percentage is unknown as is the dr fresco phd thread, but in other posts such as the legal

dispute, marcuse thread, not for profit, who is peter joseph and most others I am 100% sure.

2: Not really thats been done already plenty of times here for example: http://conspiracyscience.com/articles/zeitgeist/ plus the zeitgeist
movies are just conspiracy movies made from other movies, with a happy ending added.

So I am personally not interested in disputing the movies as its not going to achieve a lot anyway.
The zeitgeist movement and the venus project itself are what we making this blog see to be the problems and importantly the more faulty

areas.

3: The venus project section would still be a fantasy section of the movie, even if the rest was proven to be true [which is unlikely], so in
the end the entire zeitgeist movement rests upon the premise of this section of the movie, thus equating the movement resting upon a

fantasy city and society. Therefore this would need to be proven, and that would take effort and actual scientific work from them, rather
than empty words and debates on the internet and in movies.

 anticultist said this on February 19, 2010 at 12:18 pm | Reply

So, in what form would you expect from the Venus project as ‘actual scientific work’ to be presented? I mean other than the

work posted from Jacque Fresco throughout the years? I also have to note here that nearly every technology presented in the
Venus Project’s media etc, is the work of many other scientists, that has not been utilized. Anyone can wikipedia them, for

instance. The effects of the monetary system has made us all into damaged people, don’t you think?

Oh, also check this please:

http://www.chrismartenson.com/crashcourse

Best Regards!

“…the only thing that cannot change is stupidity!” -Anonymous-

 Elessar said this on February 21, 2010 at 3:14 pm
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Jacque has no scientific studies of his own concluded as far as I am aware, and they are certainly not being made available if so.

He has made speculative opinions utilising ideas of other scientists, and repositioned them into dvd and video for sale.

I will watch your video, thanks.

‘The only thing that can not change is change’ – someone sometime

 anticultist said this on February 21, 2010 at 8:44 pm

9. Okay, now I see why you think it’s odd for the interview to be titled “Who Is Peter Joseph” after breaking down the timeline of your action and

his (Charles’) action.

Yeah, this interview was odd as you pointed out, there was no voice or face to the interviewer – just a name. But one can say that he was

humble to just be interviewing him alone and didn’t want to add himself in it, because of the ego superstar thing – as you were referring to
“fame”. I also find it odd that Peter Joseph would just let some random film student interview him in his own place. Why not somewhere locally

in New York like at a park or something? Even doing the interview in a random studio would have been smart for privacy reasons, then he

could have played with his instruments there too. If he cared about his privacy, he wouldn’t have done it in his own place. That’s all I’m saying.

Learning more about his brother has been interesting as well, supposedly he has a film coming out soon that he directed this year called

“Burzynski The Movie”:
http://burzynskimovie.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=64

That should be interesting.

I actually want to learn more about Charles Robinson. I wonder if that’s his real name.

 BranManFloMore said this on May 2, 2010 at 10:41 pm | Reply

10. hi wats your myspace page

 what does my name mean said this on May 17, 2010 at 2:01 am | Reply

its here:
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Fill in your details below or click an icon to log in:

 anticultist said this on May 17, 2010 at 3:46 am | Reply

11. Conspiracy Theory

 Nate said this on June 28, 2010 at 11:40 pm | Reply

Hardly, there is evidence we posess to change all this which were not disclosing as yet due to still compiling it all.
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